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GURKHA VOLUNTEER WORKERS REQUIRED
 IN THE GURKHA WELFARE ADVICE CENTRE (GWAC) ALDERSHOT

(1st Floor, 35-39 High Street, Aldershot, Hants, GU11 1BH). 

Our Mission
To assist in the coordination of benevolence 
and welfare for retired Gurkhas in the UK, 
working closely with government departments, 
service charities and other agencies, in order to 
support those in need.

Have you ever thought of doing voluntary work 
and giving something back to the community? 
Do you enjoy working with people and helping 
those in need? 

At GWAC Aldershot, there is an urgent need for 
volunteers in the Gurkha community to help and 
support elderly Gurkhas and widows with little or 
no language skills and who are finding it difficult 
to cope with even the simplest of tasks.

Our volunteers are vital in assisting us to aid those 
most in need; without them our jobs would be all 
the more difficult. 

Our volunteers play a vital part in our organisation. 

What can be more fulfilling and satisfying than 
helping these most in need? With your help and 
support, they can learn so much about the way 
of life in the UK, its customs and its cultures. Your 
help will, without a doubt, make a great difference 
to them and ease their worries knowing that 
there is always someone there to help if they find 
themselves ever in need of a friend.

Voluntary work not only provides a deep sense 
of satisfaction but it will also help build your 
confidence and your communication skills. 

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer, 
why not contact GWAC now:

• By Phone: on 01252 310469/333731 and 
speak to Captain (Retd) Mahendra Limbu to 
join the Gurkha Volunteers Group.

• By Email: bwo.gwc@gwt.org.uk. 

We Look Forward to Receiving Your Call.
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On behalf of the HQBG team, I want to 
wish a belated very Merry Christmas 

to all our readers.
2014 has been a busy year for the Brigade of Gurkhas as we 
gear up towards Gurkha 200. In addition to the final withdrawal 
from Afghanistan, we have seen a number of large scale 
exercises (such as ARRCADE Fusion), massive events (the Royal 
opening of the Chautara) and a number of operations including 
COMET (the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow) and GRITROCK 
(fighting Ebola in Sierra Leone). But as per usual there is no time 
to rest on our laurels as we get ready for 2015 and the 
bi-centennial celebrations for Gurkhas serving the British Crown. 
In this edition, we take a look at the newly formed Gurkha Troop 
in HQ ARRC Sp Battalion in Gloucester (page 13).

The Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas continue to charm the 
audiences around the world with their music. This time they tour 
Cyprus as part of Defence Engagement in Oct 14 (page 4).

The Gurkha Museum takes a look at the World Wars while the  
Gurkha Welfare Trust gives an update on their investment in 
education in Nepal (page 14).

Finally, Parbate sports brings you sporting news from around 
the BG units including LCpl Trishna Gurung’s achievement in the 
recent Army Judo Championship (page 23). 

HQ Bde of Gurkhas, FASC, Sandhurst, 

Camberley, Surrey, GU15 4PQ.

All enquiries Tel:  01276412614 / 

      94261 2614

    Fax:  0127641 2694 / 

      94261 2694

Email:    rhq3parbate@gmail.com

Editor

Cpl Sagar Sherchan 0127641 2614
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Gurkhasbde-Commsoffr@mod.uk

Please send your articles together with high 

quality photographs (min 300dpi), through 

your unit’s Parbate Rep, to:

The Editor, Parbate Office, 

HQBG, FASC, Camberley, 

Surrey, GU15 4PQ

Parbate is published every month by kind permission 
of HQBG. It is not an official publication and the views 
expressed, unless specifically stated otherwise, do 
not reflect MOD or Army policy and are the personal 
views of the author. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced without the permission of the Editorial Staff. No 
responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised 
in this magazine can be accepted by the Editorial Staff or 
Publishers and advertisements are accepted on the express 
condition that they in no way contravene the provisions of 
the Trades Descriptions Act 1968 nor any other prevailing 
Consumer Legislation. The Editorial Staff and Publishers 
cannot accept responsibility for the result of errors or 
omissions in articles or advertisements.

Parbate is designed by the 

AMC Design Studio,

ADR004326

and produced using recycled paper. 

You can find out more about the 

Gurkhas and see some of the things they do 

on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn

Search for 

The Gurkha Brigade Association

Follow us @ Gurkha Bde

Search for 

Gurkha Brigade Association

Alternatively, visit our website: 

www.gurkhabde.com

PARBATE

Cpl Sagar Sherchan, 
GSPS

Front Picture: 
Rifleman Dammar 
Thapa, 2nd Battalion 
The Royal Gurkha 
Rifles, stands guard 
at the entrance of 
Headquarters Allied 
Rapid Reaction Corps 
(ARRC) during Exercise 
ARRCADE CHARGER

Picture Below: 
1 RGR B Coy in Brunei 
demonstrating 
Riverine Patrol during 
Vice Chief of Defence 
Staff visit to Brunei in 
Nov 14 

Headquarters Brigade of Gurkhas
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Gurkhas in action during Ex Griffin Challenge
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06
Commanding Officer 1 RGR, 
Lt Col Jody Davies MBE inspecting 
the newly arrived Riflemen during 
the Attestation Parade in Brunei

The formation of the Royal Gurkha Rifles in 1994



HQ BG Nepal’s new 
Deputy Commander
and Chief of Staff 
Lt Col Vincent Young

HQ BG Nepal has welcomed a new Deputy Commander 

and Chief of Staff to the base with Lieutenant Colonel 

Vincent Young joining the team. 

 The Lt Col was born in Sedgefield, County Durham, England in 

1963. He was educated at Gurney Valley Primary School and King 

James the 1st Grammar School in Bishop Auckland. He joined the 

military in Durham directly from school at the age of 16 in 1979, 

and having promoted from Private to Warrant Officer Class 2 he was 

commissioned into the Royal Dragoon Guards in April 2000.

 Since commissioning he has served as an RCMO, Trg Offr and Sqn 

2IC at Regimental Duty, from here he went on to serve on operations 

as the first OC/QM of Baghdad Support Unit during Op TELIC 2/3. 

On return from operations he rejoined his Regiment where he was 

appointed OC Rear Party for their Regimental deployment on Op 

TELIC. In April 2005 he was appointed the QM of the Queen’s Own 

Yeomanry, a TA Royal Armoured Corps Regiment in Newcastle, and 

then moved on in 2007 to become SO2 J5 Plans/Policy at HQ Rhine 

and European Support Group in Germany. He was appointed as 

Dep Comd/DCOS/OC GSU Brunei Garrison in December 2008 until 

November 2011. He then moved to Germany to be the SO2 J1 Ops/

Plans of HQ BFG and most recently he was SO2 RAC Soldiers at 

APC Glasgow from June 2013 to October 2014. He was appointed 

DComd/COS HQ BG Nepal on 06 October 2014.

 He has seen operational service in Northern Ireland, Cyprus, 

Bosnia and Iraq. Prior to his current appointment in Nepal he has 

also had previous service with the Gurkhas at HQ 48 Gurkha Infantry 

Brigade in Hong Kong from 1988 to 1991 and as mentioned above in 

Brunei Garrison. His interests including reading and playing golf (very 

badly) and he is very happily married to his wife, Ellen. They have two 

children; Vanessa aged 23 who lives and works in Paisley Scotland and 

Edward aged 16 who is currently studying for his A levels at Barnard 

Castle Boarding School in Durham, England.
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 By Musn Bhagiman Lingden

The Band of The Brigade of 

Gurkhas, along with The Pipes 

and Drums from 2RGR and the 

QOGLR, completed the two-week-long 

MOD (UK) Defence engagement tour to 

Cyprus between 28th October to 11th 

November 2014. 

 The first show on 31st October was a 

Charity Concert for The Army Benevolent 

Fund (ABF) held in the historical Pissouri 

Amphitheatre. The colourful evening 

included a variety of English Pop music, 

Nepalese cultural music and dance displays 

and an impressive joint Band, Pipes and 

Drums performance of the famous pipe 

tune ‘Scotland the Brave’ and ‘Black Bear’ 

followed by the Film Music ‘The Gael: Main 

Theme from the Last of the Mohicans’.

 Next day, The Band with Pipes and Drums 

also provided the musical entertainments to 

all the families, children and military members 

of the Episkopi Garrison on occasion of 

the Bonfire Night. The following evening 

they performed another successful Charity 

concert at the Astra Cinema, Akrotiri, which 

also showcased the Akrotiri Military Wives 

Choir during the 2nd half. At the final phase, 

the Colours and Standards from The Royal 

British Legion marched in and the Service 

of Remembrance Parade was briefly held by 

Padre Peter King to conclude the show.  

 On 5th Nov, an Award Ceremony was 

held at Flagstaff House of CBF Major General 

R J Cripwell, at which the Band with the Pipes 

and Drums provided the Musical support 

throughout. The final Charity concert was 

held on 7th November at the Local British 

School Episkopi, Limassol. It was run in the 

same format as the previous two and featured 

the Episkopi Military Wives Choir and Brass 

ensemble in the 2nd half of the show.

 The very final event of the whole Tour 

- the ‘Service of Remembrance’ took place 

on Sunday 9th November at Happy Valley 

Episkopi. The military personnel from across 

the Joint Service, the Royal Navy, Army, 

Royal Air Force, the British Legion, the Forces 

Charities and Association as well as children 

and Families were involved in the event. 

The Band of the 
Brigade of Gurkhas 

tours Cyprus
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The RAO Detachment from 36 

Engineer Regiment enjoyed a 

great opportunity to learn about 

other services within HM Forces with an 

educational visit to Her Majesty’s Naval 

Base Devonport on an educational trip. 

Here is LCpl’s account of the tour:

 “Following a long and tiring drive to 

Plymouth, we were given a warm welcome at 

HMS Drake and taken to the Warrant Officers’ 

& Senior Rates’ Mess for refreshments . There 

we were also briefed about the structure and 

safety of the harbour before lunch in the mess. 

After lunch, the Co-Ord Offr Miss Tanya Eatwell 

and the Base XO, Cdr Andy Coles RN took us 

on our guided tour.

 The first part of the tour included a number 

of presentations explaining the roles and 

responsibilities in relation to other forces. This 

included some illuminating briefs about the 

structure of the Royal Navy and its operational 

capabilities, which was surprising given the 

relative size of the Navy and its effectiveness. 

2 RGR on Ex TiGER ZEE 
in Germany
By 2 RGR Unit Correspondent

This was followed by a familiarisation walk of 

the working environment and the vehicles and 

equipment used by the Royal Marines.

 We were then taken to HMS BULWARK, 

one of the vessels undergoing refit. It was 

really eye- opening to get a chance to walk 

around the ship where we were introduced to 

daily life at sea. The day’s activities culminated 

with a ferry tour of the dockyard and Sound 

of Devonport where the XO briefed us on 

HMNB Devonport in more detail, including a 

brief history of dockyard and Plymouth.

 Everyone was looking forward to the 

following day which centred around a visit 

to HMS TRIUMPH, one of the submarines 

which was in preparation for deployment. It 

was amazing to see and learn how the boat 

operates underwater when they are deployed 

without having a chance to see the surface for 

days/weeks. It was made abundantly clear that 

life aboard submarines is not for those who 

enjoy life’s comforts!

  It was a truly unique memorable 

experience, thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

The Officers and Staff who hosted us were 

genuinely welcoming and hospitable. The 

Detachment members, who attended, were 

much the wiser for the experience and had 

a new-found respect for their seafaring 

counterparts in the Royal Navy and the 

Royal Marines. 

On 13 Oct 2014, 18 

soldiers from 2RGR led 

by Sgt Yogendra Rai 

headed to Bavaria in Germany 

for 10 days adventure training. 

Stationed at the Haus Magnus 

lodge. It was the perfect 

opportunity to view Germany’s 

largest and southernmost 

state which is rich in natural 

beauty, cultural heritage, lively 

traditions and cozy hospitality.

 Bavaria shares international 

borders with Austria and the 

Czech Republic as well as 

with Switzerland (across Lake 

Constance). Because all of 

these countries are part of the 

Schengen area, the border is 

completely open. Unspoilt natural 

surroundings, healthy air, a wealth 

of culture and the proverbially 

laid-back Bavarian attitude to life 

are its hallmarks.

 As well as Mountaineering, 

in which we all gained the 

Summer Mountain Proficiency 

award, we also did some Rock 

Climbing and Klettersteig. It was 

a great experience exploring 

the mountains with their 

breathtaking views. Due to some 

bad weather, we did indoor 

rock climbing and then actual 

outdoor climbing the following 

day. I enjoyed Klettersteig the 

most because it was more 

adventurous as we had to walk 

along the cliff’s wall with the 

support of a rope. During a 

cultural day we went to Dachau 

Camp for an educational visit. 

The Camp was the first of its 

kind opened in Germany by the 

Nazi government in 1933, and 

it served as a model for later 

concentration camps. Designed 

to hold Jews, political prisoners, 

and other “undesirables,” the 

camp is now a memorial to the 

more than 40,000 people who 

died and over 200,000 who 

were imprisoned here during 

the Nazi regime until 1945. All 

in all, it was a great congenial 

experience to recall upon. It 

brought the insight of popular 

tourist routes which are the 

best ways to explore these richly 

varied landscapes. The training 

went really well and the best 

part of the journey was having 

the chance to learn new things 

and to meet new people

36 Engr Regt RAO Det learns more 
about the Navy at Davenport Naval Base

By LCpl Rijan Rai GSPS Rfn Sushant Gurung gives 

Parbate his insight into 

the life of a new recruit 

to 1RGR.

 “Having just completed 

the nine-month-long combat 

Infantrymen course (CIC) and 

passing out parade; we 120 

numbaris were soon sent to our 

respective units. 1RGR is currently 

based in Tukerlines, Seria, Brunei; 

where we arrived safely on 17th 

Oct 2014. As expected it was 

very hot and humid. For next two 
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Gurkha Coy (Sittang) celebrates Dashain 2014 together with HQBG
 By Rfn Kiran Gurung

weeks we were also going to do 

our induction training. In addition 

to that we were also going to 

Infantry Basic Radio User (IBRU) 

course which normally done after 

a year in the battalion but our 

intake was lucky enough to do 

so early.

 “We were already divided into 

three Rifle companies. During the 

induction training we learnt many 

new things and also got chance to 

revise old knwoledge. This training 

was all about acclimatisation, 

familiarising us with the new 

environment, and teaching us the 

‘kaida’ - how the company and 

battalion works in general. The 

main events during our induction 

training were MST and ACMT. The 

tests were same as in the UK, but 

conditions were different. MST for 

example was done in swimming 

trunks in UK whereas we had to 

do it in MTP uniform in Brunei. 

 Our attestation parade was 

going to be held on 4th of Nov 

so practice for drill had already 

begun well ahead of time. In 

addition to that, our IBRU course 

began from 27th Oct making it 

a very busy time with attestation 

parade preparations and revision 

for IBRU exams. But days passed 

by and finally came 4th Nov. The 

whole battalion and their families 

were present. It was a very proud 

moment to touch the Queen’s 

Truncheon and finally become a 

Rifleman before focussing on the 

IBRU final written and practical 

test. It was a great result because 

everyone passed the course and I 

was lucky enough to get the Top 

student award. Thanks to all the 

hard work and dedication of our 

‘gurujis’ and ‘saheb’ haru. 

Intake 2014 Kasam Khane Parade in 1 RGR, Brunei
 By Rfn Sushant Gurung, B Coy, 1 RGR

After long exhausting exercises, Gurkha Coy Sittang 

(GCS) eventually had time for Dashain celebration. The 

daurasurwals, dhaka topis, fine suits, saris, kurthas 

and jewelleries suited all the cheerful faces of GCS ladies and 

gentlemen, beautifully and elegantly. GCS wholeheartedly 

welcomed all the serving soldiers, their families and other guests. 

The chief guests of Dashain Party 2014 (2071 BS) were Colonel BG 

Colonel Robinson Saheb and Ma’am Saheb.

 The party kicked off with titbits, drinks and few chitchat at the 

reception area in front of the New College, RMA Sandhurst. Soon after 

the reception, Capt Dilip Gurung 2IC GCS made his humble request to 

everyone for Badha Khana at Officer’s Mess, New College dinning hall. 

Concurrently, there was provision of entertainment for children including 

magic show and few games at Fort Royal JNCO Mess. The final phase of 

the party was the ‘cultural entertainment show’. The show commenced 

by the opening speech of Maj Yambahadur Rana MVO, OC GCS 

followed by the national song “Rato ra Chandra Surya’’. 

 Everyone stood on their feet, sang along with their proud hearts. 

We had a bunch of promising artists, a musical band, a group of dancers 

from our own company and few from outside. The well-choreographed 

dances included a comedy dance, Bollywood dances, Gurung dances 

and a few musical band songs. We could hear the cheering of audiences 

getting louder and louder along with the show and the musical band 

happened to be the best show stopper for the night.

 However, all were still waiting for something special in the 

party that was the Khushi ko Naach. People were tapping their feet 

that meant, they could not wait to rock the floor. When the band 

members finished their last song, the DJ played favourite songs and 

people started to dance onto the floor. 

 The GCS Dashain party held in RMAS was a huge success. Everyone 

had a pleasant time and enjoyed it to the fullest. May Goddess Durga 

bless GCS and all the Gurkhas across the world. JAI GCS! JAI GURKHAS!
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2014 has been a great year for the Gurkhas in terms of achievements, 

exercises and big events such as the Opening of Chautara in the NMA. The 

outbreak of four tranches of redundancy lead the Gurkhas interest towards 

the employment fairs and the opportunity towards joining the Reserves. 

Excellent support have been given to those who have been selected for 

redundancy or leave the Army on medical grounds.

 Once again, the Gurkhas proved their shooting skills in the Army 

Operational Shooting Comp in Bisley. Sgt Sanjib Rai, 2 RGR won the Queen’s 

Medal this year. 

 2 RGR had a very busy year. In Feb, the Battalion deployed in support of 

UK communities worst affected by winter flooding. They were also deployed to 

Glasgow to provide security for the 2014 Commonwealth Games. Currently, they 

have a large training team deployed in Mali whilst the remainder of the Battalion 

is now at readiness as the UK stand By Battalion.

 Like every year, this year’s Brigade week was conducted in July 14 at the 

Royal Military Academy Sandhurst where the Warrant Officers and above 

from the BG got together to share their units’ update and the BG as a whole.

 Recently, the Gurkhas demonstrated their sporting capability on the 

Invictus Games held in London, where Rfn Kushal Limbu won 2 Gold Medals 

at the men’s 200 meter run and sitting volleyball. 2 RGR and Gurkha Coy 

Sittang also achieved a remarkable Gold on the 55th Cambrian Patrol held in 

Oct 14.1RGR grabbed this year’s trophy for the Trailwalker missing the event 

record by just few minutes. 

 Lately, the only living Gurkha VC took a tour of the Brigade in Nov 14 

during the week before Remembrance Sunday. 

A quick glance 
of the events 

that took place 
over the year 2014
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Five members of Brunei Signal Troop (BST), along with a 

member of HQ Brunei Garrison went on Ex BATU LINTANG 

in Malaysia in July to see the war memorial site in BATU 

LINTANG camp commemorating the Borneo confrontation 

(1963-1966), World War 2 and also to discover 248 Queens 

Gurkha Signals’ history during  

the confrontation.

 The three-day educational visit to Kuching, took place from 18 - 20 

Jul 14. Here is LCpl Mabin Gurung’s account of the trip: 

 “On the first day of the visit, we departed from Medicina Lines, Seria 

at around 1000 hrs on a hired mini bus to Miri International Airport for 

a one hour flight to Kuching. As we were about to land, the stunning 

landscapes and rich water resources reflected that Kuching had a lot to 

offer. We checked into the hotel in the heart of the city and later we 

strolled around the city centre. We settled in for the night after a lovely 

dinner at Kuching Waterfront.

 On the second day, we started early and hired a seven-seater car. On 

our way to BATU LINTANG camp, it had been a wonderful navigational 

exercise through the bustling city of Kuching. Finally we reached BATU 

LINTANG camp and we came across a war memorial commemorating the 

war during Borneo Confrontation. 

 On the last day, we took an early flight from Kuching to Miri and got 

back to our camp at mid-afternoon. The exercise had been a wonderful 

experience broadening our knowledge and creating enthusiasm about 

our rich history and also creating team bonding and cohesion amongst 

the Garrison members. Lastly, we all would like to thank Cpl Suman 

Thapa for organizing such a wonderful visit. Jai QG SIGNALS.”

History file
BATU LINTANG camp was actually a POW camp built by the Japanese 

during 1942 and housed Allied POWs and civilian internees. Now 

it stands as a memorial honouring the Borneo Confrontation and 

World War II. During the Borneo Confrontation in 1962, 248 Gurkha 

Signal Squadron was deployed in West Sarawak, Kuching supporting 

99 Infantry Brigade to provide communication with 247 Squadron 

supporting 51 Brigade which was deployed in Brunei. At present the 

camp is actively been used as a teachers’ training college. There is also 

a small museum on the site. 

VCDS visit 
to Brunei

 in Nov 2014
By Cpl Sojit Gauchan, B Coy,1 RGR

Brunei Signal Troop visits Kuching, 
Malaysia to discover QG Signals 
history during the confrontation 
 
By LCpl Mabin Gurung, QG Signals

1 RGR have had the honour of a visit 

from Vice Chief of Defence Staff 

(VCDS) Air Chief Marshal Sir Stuart 

Peach, and in an effort to show him some 

of the exciting aspects of Gurkha Jungle 

capabilities, B (Sari Bair) Coy was tasked to 

construct a series of jungle familiarisation.

 Time was short as the demonstration was due to take 

place within ten days of tasking. The purpose of these 

stands would be to demonstrate the skills practiced by the 

soldiers of 1RGR within the jungles of Brunei and to break 

up the monotony of meetings that VCDS was confined to 

for the majority of his visit. 

 It was decided that the best way demonstrate these 

skills practically would be to deploy the VCDS into the 

jungle where he would visit a series of eight stands. 

These stands included information regarding boats, food 

and fire, water, jungle medical techniques, the use of 

traps, signals within the jungle, shelter, and a pioneer 

stand. The intention was to reinforce to the VCDS what 

we as a jungle based Battalion in Brunei could offer if we 

were to be deployed to a similar environment anywhere 

in the world.

 After 5 days of hard work, everything was set in place 

and the instructors were ready to rehearse the stands: 

• The boat stand was operated by the engineer section, 

complete with 4 boats in the river, tactically rehearsed 

to take the VCDS on the first leg of his journey. 

• The food and fire stand demonstrated how to create fire 

using different methods; ranging from using a lighter 

or match box and progressing onto the more difficult 

friction methods using wood. 

• The food stand highlighted where various kinds of food 

and fruits can be found in the jungle, and then went on 

to describe how to test whether these were edible or 

not. The various ways to gather water in the jungle and 

then how to purify it was demonstrated

• The importance of jungle extraction and med kits  

was highlighted at the medical stand. 

• Several traps had also been constructed to show 

how easy it is to construct basic systems to capture 

animals, or booby traps to use against an enemy.

• The next series of stands were a demonstration of the 

various types of radios used in the jungle followed by 
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10 QOGLR takes the Cateran Yomp title 
by a huge margin 

 
By WO2 Prakash Rai Following a successful 

TRAILWALKER campaign 

in 2013, the 10 QOGLR 

team took on and won another 

challenge on 28 June 14 this 

year, winning the annual 

Alliance Trust Cateran Yomp 

by over 55 minutes over their 

nearest rivals. 

 The Yomp, which coincided 

with Armed Forces Sunday this 

year, took teams along the 

Cateran Trail; a beautiful and 

remote area within the Perthshire 

and Angus Highlands in Scotland. 

the various methods of constructing shelter in order to 

survive slightly more comfortably in a survival or combat 

situation. 

 The day concluded with a few members of 1RGRs 

pioneer platoon talking through water storage equipment 

and purifying kits that could be used within the jungle 

environment, and other machinery used while operating 

within the jungle.

 In the afternoon of 6th November, the VCDS was 

greeted from his helicopter and taken by boat to an 

insertion point into the jungle before being led to the 

stands. The stand IC’s took great delight in explaining 

their individual experiences along with the skills being 

demonstrated, and it could be seen by all that the VCDS 

was thoroughly enjoying being out of the office and 

once again in the field. Prior to his departure, he took 

great delight in thanking all of those who were involved 

with the afternoon’s program and finished with a brief 

overview of his personal history with the Gurkhas.

The main purpose of the event 

is to raise vital funds to support 

ABF the Soldiers’ Charity and The 

Prince’s Trust in Scotland.

 The Cateran Yomp is an 

extremely tough endurance 

event where a team of three to 

six people attempt to complete 

a fearsome route of either 22, 

37 or 54 miles…in under 24 

hours. The 10 QOGLR team 

undertook the 54 mile challenge 

and through their sheer 

determination and impressive 

character, completed the trail in 

a stunning 12 hours! 

 Announced as ‘Overall 

Winners 2014’, the 10 QOGLR 

team were tremendous in their 

efforts and displayed great 

physical courage during terrible 

weather conditions. The Cateran 

Yomp is notorious for its test of 

strength, character and team 

work, and so winning the event 

ensured that the team had a great 

sense of achievement and pride.
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1. British Forces Brunei combined AGC family BBQ (AGC SPS, GSPS, RMP, AWS, ETS). 

2. QOGLR Rep during Capt Ram Bahadur VC visit at Gurkha Museum on 10 Nov 14.

3.  A soldier from 2 Royal Gurkha Rifles stands guard at the entrance to HQ ARRCs 
deployed headquarters.

4. Col JG Robinson, Colonel of the Brigade of Gurkhas, being received at
 reception of Dashain function by OC, 2IC and the rest of GCS.

5. SSgt Dan Rai (QG Signal, 246 GSS) handing over a cheque to SSAFA representative.

6. QOGLR Regtl Col with GM Saheb during Dashain 2014.

7. SSgt Surendra, Cpl Lok, Pte Santosh and friend working hard at one of the 
warehouses in Kerry Town, Sierra Leone.

8.  BGN GSPS/AGC (SPS) personnel with Brig P R Burns Director Personnel 
Administration (Army) and Maj Bijayant Sherchan OC GSPS during their Nepal visit 
from 4 Sep to 12 Sep 14.

9. LCpl Yudip Tumrok GSPS/2 RGR selected to represent the Army on the Centenary 
Apprenticeship Award ceremony organised by National Apprenticeship Service.

10.  Rfn Madhu Ghimire from 1 RGR in action during the Army Teakwondo 
Championship.

11. Intake 94 WOs during GSPS Dinner Night.

9

11

Photo News
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 MHTTT Course 4-5 November 2014 Held at Deepcut 
Station, arranged by USEA WO2 Suresh Kandangwa for 
the first time for multiple units between 2RGR.

Photo News
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WO2 Sherbahadur 

Gurung retired 

as a Gurkha and joined the 

Army reserve as a Youth 

Engagement Officer. In this 

article he offers an insight 

into life in the forces - after 

leaving a life in the forces:

 “I am a retired WO2, and 

currently in Army Reserves and 

working in the HQ 2 (SE) Bde as 

Ops/Youth Warrant Officer in Sir 

John Moore Barracks, Folkestone. 

Having completed my 22 years of 

regular service in the Brigade of 

Gurkhas, I have another golden 

opportunity to serve in the Army 

Reserve as a Youth Engagement 

Warrant Officer/Ops WO. 

 There is always a bit of hectic 

or uncertain moment for all of 

us when retiring from a long 

Army career, when you have very 

little knowledge integrating into 

civilian life - especially if, like me, 

you are a retired Gurkha. I joined 

the Army Reserve few months 

after retiring from the regular 

army and continued to receive 

most of the Army benefits as 

well as contributing my 22 years 

of experiences for Army & Army 

Reserves along with my civilian 

job. I am feeling no different to 

being Regular Army as there are a 

wide range of benefits available, 

Voice from the experience - Life in the Army Reserve
By WO2 Sherbahadur Gurungand I’m also living and working 

in a similar environment. Initially; 

I had no idea or knowledge 

about the Army Reserve, however 

luckily I came to know Maj Kamal 

Rana SO2 OpsTrg G3/G7 (Ex 

1RGR) who was working in the 

HQ 2 (SE) Bde and he helped 

and explained about the terms 

and conditions and the benefit 

of being in the Reserves which 

encouraged me to join.

 Having served in the 

Reserves for nearly a year now, 

I have experienced many new 

things which I never had an 

opportunity to in 22 years of 

regular service, ranging from 

community engagements, 

Adventure trainings, Battlefield 

studies, personal development 

courses, deployments and 

training exercises opportunities. 

I am especially proud of working 

in 1 Star level HQ where I have 

gained and learned a lot which 

is completely new to me, made 

friends and shared experiences 

both with reservist and regular 

Army colleagues. There are 

hundreds of roles available in 

the Reserves ranging from Pte, 

Drivers, Chefs, VMs, Signallers, 

Sect Comds, many more and 

all your skills can also benefit 

your employers. 

Additionally, the training you 

receive in the Reserves can help 

along the way with your civilian 

jobs too. 

 There are wide ranges of 

benefits available for both direct 

entrant and Ex-Regulars Army 

joining in the Army Reserves. 

There is a benefit called 

Commitment Bonus, which is 

paid (Taxable) up to £ 10,000. The 

Ex-Regular (regular joining within 

six years of leaving the Regular 

Army) Junior Officers (Capt and 

bellow) are entitled to £10,000 

over four payments within four 

years. This is in addition to pay 

at your former rank, allowance, 

and the tax free bounty (term 

and conditions apply). The Army 

reserve is getting Forces Railcards 

included for families and children 

under the age of 16 from this year 

and from 2015, Reserve Service 

will automatically accrue pension 

rights in the Army Pension 

scheme, redeemable after at least 

two years’ service. There are also 

opportunities for promotion. 

 If you are employed in a 

civilian job and want to join in 

the Army Reserve, the minimum 

commitment starts at 19 days 

and the normal is 27 days a year 

to commit on weekends.   

 However, to earn your tax 

free bounty you need to attend a 

minimum 27 Man Training Days 

(MTD) and requires attending 

MATTs depending on your 

formations (Level 1-3). If you 

are not employed or getting 

difficulties finding a job out 

in the civilian market, this will 

even give you the opportunity 

for full time employment and 

there is no threat of in losing 

your civilian job if you are 

mobilized as the MOD has agreed 

to make additional payments 

to your employers. There are 

some additional protections in 

the civilian workplace. If your 

job is terminated, and think 

that the main reason for it was 

something to do with you being 

a reservist, then you can appeal 

to an employment Tribunal 

even if you have only worked 

for your employer for a short 

time, currently you have to be 

employed for two years before 

you can do this.

 Finally, there are more 

opportunities available in the 

Army Reserve in hundreds of 

roles across the country and 

overseas. In my view, I fully 

encourage all retired soldiers and 

new generation youngster to join 

in the Army Reserve and take 

advantages and benefits of the 

Army Reserve in the mean time 

helping achieve to the Army 2020 

structure to recruit 30,000 

by 2018.”
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Recently, the Close Support 

Troop of 14 Sqn, Sp Bn has been 

established to support the ARRC 

as intimate force protection and as 

an Infantry pioneer capability with 

an Engineer Artisan Section. This is a 

newly established External Regimental 

Employment (ERE) for Gurkhas like RMAS 

and IBS, which includes soldiers from 

1RGR, 2RGR and Gurkha Engineer with 

more than platoon level strength. 

 Ex ARRCADE was set in three phases 

which began from late Aug 14. The first 

was Ex ARRCADE WARRIOR, second was 

CHARGER and third was FUSION. As winter 

started, Ex ARRCADE FUSION began, 

which lasted from 3rd - 21st Nov 14. It’s a 

multinational joint exercise which was held 

in RAF St Mawgan Camp, Newquay, South 

England. The Troop’s main task was to provide 

an intimate force protection as well as an 

Infantry Assault Pioneering capability within 

14 Sqn, Sp Bn HQ ARRC.

 Early morning on 28th Oct, the team 

headed towards St Mawgan from Imjin 

Barracks with lots of enthusiasm and hope. 

Even though ther main task was intimate Force 

Protection for the HQ ARRC, on arrival at St 

Mawgan Camp the first few days were spent 

receiving proper instruction and guidance from 

the Squadron Headquarter to get established 

in the Camp. At the same time a section from 

2 RGR was attached to support the troop on 

Ex ARRCADE FUSION 2014
this Ex. They established a guardroom on 2nd 

Oct and started to man two Sangers as well as 

roving patrols on the Camp day and night. The 

Sangers were controlled from the guardroom 

and from the Bn Command Post. Providing the 

security to this Ex was a crucial part.

 Beside of the Ex, the troop took part in 

some local community engagement activities 

for some disabled children by displaying various 

stands including jungle survival, a weapon 

display and different vehicle stands. During the 

Ex, they presented on the Remembrance Day 

where Ex ARRCADE FUSION was on silence 

while rain soaked the service at St Mawgan on 

11 Nov. The troop also did additional in-house 

training such as annual MATT tests and some 

back to basic Infantry low level training to 

update our drills and skills in the field.

 There were many high-profile visitors 

during this exercise including Col BG who 

paid a visit to the newly formed Close 

Support Troop and which was remarkable for 

the team members.

 Finally, Ex ARRCADE FUSION ended on 

21st Nov and some of the Ex troops who had 

performed extremely well were awarded the 

COMARRC coins. One of most important 

phases was the de-construction, which 

started late afternoon on the day. There were 

hundreds of tents and thousands of sandbags 

as well as other technical items within Ex area. 

It took almost five days to complete, but until 

the end all troops were happy and cheerful 

with full of enthusiasm to return home and 

they headed back to Gloucester on 26 Nov 14. 
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The Gurkha Welfare Trust 
- Investing in the young

While the Trust’s 

focus remains very 

firmly on caring 

for our ex-servicemen and 

their families, we have been 

improving schools in Gurkha 

communities for 25 years.

 In 1989, we first established 

our Schools Programme. Over 

25 years we have built 127 new 

schools, extended or repaired 

a further 1,542 schools and 

benefitted over 546,500 children. 

In 2014/15 we will be building 

a further two new schools and 

improving another 75.

One school to benefit from 

the Trust’s support will be Devi 

Secondary School in Bhulke 

village in eastern Nepal. It has 416 

students aged 4 - 16 years. The 

school’s current 14 classrooms 

are in poor condition, some of 

the roofs leak and there is no 

longer enough space to enable 

all age groups to be taught at the 

same time. The Trust has been 

asked to build 8 new classrooms, 

modernise the electric wiring, 

equip the new classrooms with 

blackboards and desks and chairs, 

refurbish existing classrooms and 

toilet block, and install a waste 

incinerator. We would like to 

thank The Cairn Trust for funding 

this new school.

 The majority of our school 

projects are, however, much 

smaller. We might be asked 

to build a simple extension or 

provide equipment for a science 

laboratory; repair the building after 

an earthquake or landslip or simply 

replace a leaking roof, essential if 

classes are to continue during the 

months of monsoon rain. 

 In 2014/15 the Trust 

estimates it will spend £514,633 

improving schools in Nepal; 

but the average cost per school 

is £5,034. Two classrooms at 

Shree Devi Primary School were 

damaged by a ferocious storm. 

Luckily no-one was injured and, 

thanks to the Trust and a grant 

of 246,000 NPRs (about £1,500) 

the classrooms have been 

completely rebuilt.

Two hundred years 
of Gurkha history 

- G200 Part 3

At midnight on 14th August 1947 an officer of 6th Gurkha 

Rifles hauled down the Union Flag from the Red Fort 

in Delhi as India became independent and a new era 

began in the history of Britain’s Brigade of Gurkhas. From the 

1st January 1948 the ten regiments that made up the Gurkha 

Brigade in the British Indian Army were split between the new 

independent India and Britain. 

 Six regiments remained under Indian control and four, being 

2nd King Edward VII’s Own Gurkha Rifles (The Sirmoor Rifles), Sixth, 

Seventh and Tenth Gurkha Rifles transferred to the British Army and 

started a new life based in Malaya.  

 At this time, the creation of the 17th Gurkha Infantry Division 

enabled the raising of Gurkha Engineer and Gurkha Signal Units in 1948 

followed by the Gurkha Army Service Corps in 1958. Later, for a number 

of years, the units in the Brigade included an Independent Parachute 

Company and Gurkha Military Police.

 The Brigade of Gurkhas operated against Communist Terrorists 

throughout the Malayan Emergency between 1948 and 1960 in a terrain 

and under conditions that showed Gurkhas to be versatile and superb 

jungle fighters. Gurkha battalions deployed continuously throughout the 

Emergency gaining many awards for gallantry. 

 1st Battalion, 2nd KEO Gurkha Rifles were the first troops to be 

used at the outbreak of the Brunei Revolt on 8th December 1962 and 

took part with other Brigade Units in successfully regaining control. 

There then followed four years of continuous operations against the 

Indonesians during the Borneo Confrontation which officially ended in 

August 1966.

  It was during these operations on 21st November 1965 that L/Cpl 

Rambahadur Limbu of 2nd Battalion 10th PMO Gurkha Rifles carried out 

acts of bravery that reached “a zenith 

of determined, premeditated valour” 

which were recognised with the award 

ofThe Victoria Cross.

 Following this period there was 

a major reduction in the size of 

the Brigade and a move to Hong 

Kong to deal with rioting and later 

illegal immigrants from China. The 

final withdrawal from Malaysia was 

complete by 1971 and the following 

year Queen Elizabeth Barracks at 

Church Crookham welcomed 7th 

DEO Gurkha Rifles as a UK resident battalion. Here the UK battalion 

was based until the move to Shorncliffe in 2000.

 Amongst much publicity, 1st Battalion 7Th DEO Gurkha Rifles 

deployed to the Falklands as part of the Task Force to retake the 

Islands from the Argentinians who had invaded in April 1982.

 Under “Options for Change” the Government decided to reduce 

and restructure the army. The four Gurkha Rifle Regiments were 

reformed into The Royal Gurkha Rifles from the 1st July 1994. By 

1998 the Brigade numbered approximately 3,500 and contained two 

battalions of The Royal Gurkha Rifles, The Queen’s Gurkha Engineers, 

Queen’s Gurkha Signals and, the then titled, The Queen’s Own Gurkha 

Transport Regiment.

Since 1994 the Brigade, which now includes the Band of The Brigade of 

Gurkhas and Gurkha Staff and Personnel Support, has seen much service 

in many parts of the world from Bosnia to Afghanistan and Sierra Leone 

and in so doing has continued to enhance its reputation. Such service 

has been recognised by 91 awards for gallantry and distinguished service 

and 48 commendations.
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6 June 2014 marked 70 years 

since the D-Day landings on the 

beaches of Normandy by the Allied 

Expeditionary Force. The D-Day landings, 

the largest seaborne invasion in history, 

represented the start of the eventual 

allied victory in World War Two. 10 The 

Queen’s Own Gurkha Logistic Regiment 

visited Normandy to both commemorate 

those who gave their lives and to better 

understand the concept of expeditionary 

warfare in the wake of Army 2020. 

 The first part of the journey was a visit 

to Southwick house which was the site of 

the advanced staging area for planning and 

also the Allied Expeditionary Force Supreme 

Headquarters. The team at Southwick house 

used the original planning map from the 

Supreme Headquarters to give us a fantastic 

overview of the difficulties of planning large 

scale expeditionary operations. 

 The first stop in Normandy was the 

famous Pegasus Bridge; the site of the 6th 

Airbourne Division’s dynamic assault on the 

night of 5 July 1944. The memorial stands to 

10 QOGLR soldiers visit 
Normandy to learn more 
about World War 2
honour the bravery of the airborne forces; 

our Regimental Piper recreated the victorious 

march of William “Bill” Millin, as portrayed in 

the film ‘The Longest Day’.

 Following this, the unit continued to the 

beaches of the initial landings on 6 July 1944. 

On SWORD beach, Mr Robertshaw painted 

an excellent picture of the initial assaults and 

struggles of unit commanders. For the final 

part of the day, they visited the sobering 

memorial to the US armed forces lost at 

Colleville-de-mer. The 170 Acre site provided 

ample time to reflect on the human cost of 

the invasion. 

 On the following day they visited 

Arromanches where they watched an 

excellent 360° film which emphasised the 

importance of the D-Day landings in the 

context of the wider war. This was followed 

by a study of the impressive Mulberry 

Harbour system and discussion of ship-

to-shore logistics in the contemporary 

operating environment. 

 The final part of the battlefield tour 

was a visit to the Bayeux Military Cemetery; 

the Commander led a wreath-laying 

ceremony and, as the piper played, the 

group had a chance to reflect on the 

magnitude of sacrifice.

GSPS held its second Forum and Annual Dinner Night on Friday, 28 Nov 14 in RMAS. Col Robinson (Col BG) and 

Brigadier Burns (Colonel of the Regiment, GSPS, D Pers Admin) attended and thanked the members of GSPS for 

the hard work and dedication they have shown in the past year and spoke a bit about the future tasks GSPS will face. Huge thanks 

to the HQBG staff and RMAS WO & SNCO Mess for the fantastic dinner and venue from the OC and attendees
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QOGLR on 
Op GRITROCK 

in Sierra Leone
By Unit Correspondent

10 QOGLR deployed to Sierra Leone on 

Op GRITROCK, on 21 Oct 14. We were 

welcomed by heat and humidity when we 

landed at Freetown International Airport and realised 

straight away that this was going to be unlike any 

other places we had deployed to in the past. 

 After leaving the airport, we boarded some hot buses, 

and quickly realised we would have to adapt ourselves to 

the Sierra Leonian pace of life, which is slower than we 

are used to. From the airport, we were taken to our new 

home at Benguema Camp (4 hrs away). Benguema Camp 

was in the early stages of development, and it had only 

the previous week been taken over by a Force Protection 

Group from 1 Scots and 39 Engineer Regiment. We had 

a short HOTO with these units and then started to settle 

in. 24 hours after our arrival, Sgt Bikram Thapa and I 

were appointed to support ISAT for a week helping with a 

vehicle management task. 

 We therefore re-packed our gear and headed for ISAT 

HQ, which was a 45 minute drive from Benguema Camp. 

ISAT HQ seemed like a different world to where we had 

come from. - it had a swimming pool, a gym and even 

a bar! After dropping our kit off, we headed straight to 

Murray Town, which was going to be our workplace for the 

next seven days. The site was controlled by Lt Col Garrow 

and, from the UK Police, Chief Superintendent John Raine 

and Inspector Callum McDonald. There were 21 vehicles 

and 60 Locally Employed Civilians (LECs) working there as 

a part of an Ebola Response Team. Our main aim was to 

supervise and manage the vehicle fleet. Initially, we observed 

how they worked and made notes of where improvements 

could be made. We noticed there were a few minor issues, 

mainly with the LEC’s working independently without a 

chain of command. They also had no equipment care policy, 

resulting in poor maintenance of the vehicle fleet. After 

our initial assessment we had to develop a friendly working 

environment which we managed partly by communicating 

with them in Krio; the local language. 

 After 6 days of working with them and guiding them, 

they started working as a team, helping each other; they 

also understood what they were doing and knew what they 

had to do next, without further direction from us. They 

started maintaining and washing their vehicles and regularly 

cleaning the vehicle park. They also started reporting vehicle 

faults, so that entire fleet could be up and running every 

day. We established a chain of command by electing one 

of them as a leader and this all led to a systematic and 

disciplined place to work.

 When we finally handed the responsibility of the 

entire fleet to Mr Tedd, a civilian contractor, we had a 

sense of achievement in our hearts and minds. The job 

was challenging, but we managed to establish an effective 

working team and most importantly, we enjoyed our 

days working with the LEC’s. We left feeling as we had 

accomplished something really great, and that we had 

helped to develop the work of those who are giving their all 

to help defeat Ebola!
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COAS Gen Gaurav SJB Rana applauding the 
team members of Nepalese Army Patrol Team

This year, for the very first time in its 

55 year history, an eight-member 

team representing the Nepalese 

Army participated in Cambrian Patrol. 

 Exercise CAMBRIAN PATROL includes 

numerous types of military exercises over an 

area of 80 Km within a 48-hour time limit 

and is very demanding; testing individual 

skills and leadership over rough terrain and 

unpredictable challenging weather. A total 

of 119 military teams from all over the 

world participated in the exercise and, led 

by Captain Pralhad Ghale and formed from 

the renowned Pashupati Prasad Battalion the 

Nepalese team completed the whole exercise 

in just 36 hrs, to earn the silver medal. 

 Pashupati Prasad Battalion was selected 

to participate in ‘Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL’ after 

it came first in ‘Ex KURUKSHETRA’ during the 

‘Professional Competition 2070’. 

 Other members of the team were WO2 

Min Bahadur Pradhan, Sgt Bidur Karki, Pte 

Rabi Shrestha, Pte Laghudhan Rai, Pte Diwakar 

Khadka, Pte Nabaraj Ghimire and Pte Krishna 

Mandir Magar.

 The Nepalese Army Patrol Team had left 

for the UK on 3 Oct and returned on 26 Oct. 

During their three week stay in UK, they were 

stationed in Sir John Moore Barrack, attached 

to 2RGR who provided excellent support 

especially on Training, Admin and Logistic 

aspects. Upon their return to Nepal the Chief 

of the Army Staff (COAS) General Gaurav SJB 

Rana felicitated the team of Pashupati Prasad 

Battalion in a special ceremony at Army HQ.

Nepalese Army 
Participation in 

Cambrian Patrol 
2014

Col BG presenting the Silver medals to the team members of Nepalese Army Patrol Team
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Ex GRIFFIN CHALLENGE 14 was a March 

and Shoot Competition conducted at 

the Pirbright Ranges over the period 5-6 

Nov 14. The purpose of GRIFFIN CHALLENGE was 

to conduct an event that fulfilled both CLF & GOC 

direction; specifically that to ensure success on current 

and contingent operations, an “Active Edge” ethos 

must remain paramount. 

 Basic soldier skills founded on MATTs and low level 

leadership are essential to maintaining this ethos and 

form the foundation of our contingent capability. Qualities 

which GRIFFIN CHALLENGE demanded and developed 

included determination, esprit de corps, concentration, 

self confidence and assurance in weapons and equipment.

FTC Brigades each entered one team comprising of 

10 individuals the following compulsory composition: 

a. 1 X Officer (Team OIC)

b. 1 X Female (Officer / ORs)

c. 1 x Reservist (Officer/ ORs)

d. 6 X Officers/ ORs (The rank range of these individuals  

 could be decided by the Bde)

Soldiers from Queen’s Gurkha Engineers, Queen’s Gurkha 

Signals and Queen’s Own Gurkha Logistics Regiment were 

selected for 8 Engr Bde, 1 Sig Bde, 11 Sig Bde, 101 Log Bde 

teams and performed exceptionally across all disciplines and 

excelling especially in the shoot.

Bde   Score

11 Sig   675

11 SR Bde  560

1 MP Bde  515

1 Arty Bde  478

2 Med Bde  455

102 Bde  390

8 Engr Bde  290

104 Bde  170

1 Sig Bde  -100

Jt GBAD  -140

SAG   -150

101 Bde  -550

Gurkhas from 
various brigades 
perform remarkably 
on Ex GRIFFIN 
CHALLENGE
By Maj A P Todd RGR
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Being selected for promotion to 

Cpl, I was allocated a vacancy on 

the JNCO CLM course which ran 

between 3 Nov- 14 Nov 14 in Worthy 

Down, Winchester. The main aim of this 

course was to develop our capability to 

execute effective command, leadership 

and management in all conditions and 

completion of the course is the only way 

to gain our substantive rank.

 This course is not just a “tick in the box” 

and one had to be mentally and physically 

prepared. The first day started with an 8 miler 

which five students failed to finish and so 

they were returned to their units. The first 

week included classroom lessons with lots of 

presentations including orders process. A total 

of 30 students were divided into 3 sections. I 

was part of 1 section which was led by SSgt 

McCarthy. Overall, I must admit that every 

single individual within our section had the 

capability to lead and command a section. We 

AGC (SPS) 
JNCO CLM 
14/003
By Cpl Sagar Sherchan GSPS

were evaluated on our orders process at the 

end of the first week and then assessed on the 

classroom lessons at the beginning of week 2. 

 The second week included 4 days of field 

training exercises at Bramley Training area. 

Navigation played an important role during 

this period as we had to tactically navigate 

by day and night. Everyone was given the 

commander’s appointment and had to fulfil 

their responsibilities accordingly. Although 

the weather was not very supportive, it did 

not stop the determined junior commanders 

fulfilling their role. 

 Luckily, I was selected to command my 

section on our final platoon attack and I, along 

with my section, showed our instructors that 

we had the potential to become effective 

Junior Commanders. Everyone applauded 

our performance after the final attack and 

also mentioned that this syndicate will be 

remembered as the best for years to come. 
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LCpl Trishna Gurung QG Signals 
winning the Gold Medal under 
66 Kg Dan Grade category 
during the Army Judo Championship 

PARBATEsport



sport
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10 QOGLR crowned as the 
RLC Badminton Champions 
for the fourth consecutive year 

The 10 QOGLR Badminton team has 

continued in its success throughout 

2014 and secured first place in 

both the 4 Division Championships and 

the RLC Championships for the fourth 

consecutive year.

 Led by Sgt Madan, the 10 QOGLR 

team took part in the 4 Division Badminton 

Championships in September 2014. Despite 

strong opponents with ample strength and 

skill, the team played magnificently and were 

announced overall winners of the tournament. 

This significant triumph ensured their 

qualification into the annual RLC Badminton 

Championships on 28th October 2014.

 Taking place in Grantham, the RLC 

Championships were comparatively bigger than 

the 4 Division competition; the team faced far 

more competitive rivals in a greater number. 

However, their excellent fitness, agility and 

technical skill dominated their rivals and 10 

QOGLR eventually won this tournament.

 This second victory enabled the team to 

qualify into the Army Championships 2014, 

which took place in November but sadly did 

not end with the same results for the valiant 

team.

  Focusing on the development of their 

physical stamina and individual racquet 

precision, 10 QOGLR have continued to 

hold on to their remarkable badminton 

achievements so far this year and have 

established a formidable team spirit. 

 Irrespective of the results at the Army 

Championships, the 10 QOGLR team have 

already brought so much success and pride 

to the Regiment this year that they must 

be congratulated.



LCpl Trishna Gurung 
QG Signals, from 11 Sig 
Regt won the Gold Medal 
under 66 Kg Dan Grade 
category during the 
Army Judo Championship 
held at the Shrivenham 
Defence Academy on 
Fri 31 Oct 14.
(See also Back Cover)

The CAMUS Open Squash Championship 2014 
held in RMSM Kneller hall London in Oct 2014

 The Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas 

AGC Cross Country 
2014-Fastest Junior Male
Pte Taraman Gurung GSPS

Congratulations to Pte Taraman 

Gurung GSPS currently undergoing 

SIPAC Course in SPSTS on winning 

the title for the Fastest Junior Male in 

the AGC Cross Country event which took 

place in Worthydown on 4 Nov 14. More 

than 30 teams from different detachments 

participated in this event. It was a tough 

and muddy route and the weather was 

freezing cold but Pte Taraman smashed the 

title being the fastest junior male.  

 A perfect way to kick start the SIPAC
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